Abstract-The present paper concerns the control of a multi level inverter in autonomous operation. The inverter is a 5 level H-bridge type associated to a suitable LC filter. To control the system output voltages, a feedback linearization algorithm is developed with unknown load. Simulation is carried out for either passive or active loads. The ability of the controller to follow perfectly the desired reference was tested on a passive load. For a load sensitive to voltage change, like an induction motor, the study shows that the controller maintains the output voltage to its rated value under severe conditions.  Index Terms-multi level inverter, H-bridge, LC filter, autonomous operation, feedback linearization
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi level inverters appeared in the early eighties. Since, their advantages are well assumed [1] , [2] . Their particular topologies limit stresses across switches and provide output voltages with reduced harmonic distortion [2] , [3] . Among the popular multi level inverters, the Hbridge inverter is distinguished by its simple structure. This latter consists of connecting in series single phase full bridge cells.
In this study, we choose the five-level structure associated to a low pass filter. It allows to profit from previously mentioned multi-level benefits without resorting to excessive use of H cells and DC sources. The combination of a low pass filter, whose cut-off frequency is well chosen, reduces the total harmonic distortion (THD) of the output voltage to better values than those obtained by inverters which number of levels is higher than five.
In addition, to control the output voltage of the system, we have developed an algorithm based on feedback linearization techniques. Such control algorithm is stable with very fast response time, compared to conventional controllers.
Finally, two useful applications are detailed and reported. They concern either passive or active loads.
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II. MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
The power circuit of the H-bridge multi level inverter operating in autonomous mode is depicted in Fig. 1 . Selecting the number of levels and filter components design is a trade off which depends on the system cost and bulkiness. The study assumes that the parameters of the considered load are unknown.
The structure of the 5L H-bridge inverter is made by series connection of two bridges in each arm. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the line and phase voltages of the considered inverter without filter.
The inverter is going to be controlled by means of input output feedback linearization control in order to regulate the output filter voltages (V OA , V OB , V OC ).
The three phase inverter model regarding the AC side is expressed as follows:
(1)
where (U A , U B , U C ) and (i lA , i lB , i lC ) are respectively the multilevel inverter output voltages and currents, r and l the filter parameters.
The dynamics of load voltages are obtained through voltage-current relations across capacitors, so that:
where (i OA , i OB , i OC ) denote load currents and C is the filter capacitor.
The overall system state space model can be transformed in (d, q) frame as: 
III. INPUT OUTPUT FEEDBACK LINEARIZATION CONTROL
This strategy was developed to simplify non linear control by eliminating non linearities. Contrary to conventional Jacobean linearization, whose idea is based on the linear approximation of dynamics around a point, the feedback concept is an exact state transformation in closed loop [4] - [7] .
Its control principle includes two steps:  To generate a linear input/output relationship by handling algebraic equations of the state space model associated to the nonlinear system.
 To design controller that enables the application of linear control. Since the studied system is a nonlinear multi input multi output one, its state space model can be written in matrix form such as:
Notice that x is the state vector, u the control vector and f(x) and g(x) are vector fields. They are defined as follows: 11 00
The main purpose of this paper is to control output filter voltages to fulfill the desired references whatever the load is. Accordingly, V od and V oq are the model outputs and the output vector y is made up by the first and second states, equation (7). 
Applying the input output feedback linearization control, each output is differentiated just one time and the control variables appear as in (8) , [8] , [9] : 
is the filter corner frequency.
Hence, the relative degree of the outputs is two. From the above equation, we derive the matrix form of (9):
The decoupling matrix E(x) is deduced so that: 
Finally, to ensure a zero error between the controlled dynamics and their references, the appropriate controller is designed according to equation (13) 
where k ij are the controller parameters determined using pole placement method. The block diagram of Fig. 4 depicts the H-bridge/LC filter power circuit and its control scheme using input output feedback linearization.
IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
We shall test the algorithm developed on two common cases for voltage control. The first deals with the deliberate variation of the voltage supplying a passive load, resistor bench for heating, as example. The second deals with maintaining the voltage to a nominal value, it is the case of an induction motor, for instance.
The parameters of simulated system are:  H-bridge multilevel inverter: V dc = 200V, f sw = 5KHz  LC filter: r= 0.15Ω, L= 2 mH, C= 12µF  Resistive load: R= 30 Ω  Induction motor: 2 pole pairs, Rs=8.21 Ω, Rr=6.73 Ω, Lm=0.9 H, ls=lr=0.0607 H. All simulations were performed with Matlab Simulink.
A. Case of Passive Load
The effectiveness of the designed controller is verified for a passive load, a resistance in this case. Fig. 5 shows that the filter output voltages are perfectly regulated since they track their references even if they are changed. This is also valid for V od and V oq . It can be observed that the dynamics reach rapidly their references and present small oscillations, Fig. 6 .
(V OA , V OB , V OC ) are poor on harmonics and their waveforms are almost sinusoidal. This is illustrated in Fig.  7 which presents a low total harmonic distortion of 0.81%. 
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B. Case of Active Load
It is well known that the mechanical torque of an induction motor is proportional to the square of the supply voltage. A slight voltage drop results in a significant degradation of its torque, hence the necessity to operate at its rated voltage.
To this end, we imposed the system a constant reference for obtaining a phase voltage of 230V. Then, the induction motor is started without load from the rest, Fig. 9 . At time t = 0.35S, the motor is suddenly loaded by a load torque of 4N. Fig. 10 illustrates the relatively high inrush current after inserting the load torque and especially during the first moments of starting. Despite the voltage drop caused by the filter elements r and l, the voltage at the motor terminals is maintained perfectly constant at 230V, Fig. 11 . This demonstrates, once again, the robustness of the control algorithm based on feedback linearization. It is able to fulfill the requirements even in severe mode of operations. 
V. CONCLUSION
The paper has presented the control of a 5 level Hbridge inverter by means of a feedback linearization algorithm. The developed control algorithm can be applied with any load without changing the controller design. The investigation proves the ability and the effectiveness of the selected algorithm to maintain the output voltage to the desired value under severe conditions, either for passive or active loads. 
